
DOMINIC
HARVEY
Location: Auckland  

From Zany Radio Host to Marathon Nerd, Motivating and Inspiring Audiences Nationwide.

Dominic Harvey, a household name in New Zealand, has captivated audiences through his dynamic presence on the radio station, The Edge. As a

recipient of the esteemed Sir Paul Holmes Award for NZ Broadcaster of the Year and recently winning bronze at the 2022 NZ Podcast Awards,

Dominic's multifaceted talents and engaging personality make him an ideal speaker for your events.

During his 30-year tenure on the nationwide "Edge Breakfast Show," alongside Jay-Jay Feeney, Dominic's unique blend of tomfoolery and genuine

storytelling brightened the mornings of over 600,000 listeners. His gift for self-depreciation and witty banter created a relatable and entertaining

experience for countless bleary-eyed commuters.

Beyond his on-air success, Dominic is a prolific writer, having authored three books. "Bucketlist of an Idiot" humorously documents absurd tasks

assigned to him by family and friends, inspired by the eponymous 2008 film. In "Childhood of an Idiot," Dominic delves into his adolescent adventures

in 1980s Aotearoa, shedding light on his upbringing amidst a backdrop of nostalgia and parental intentions.

Uniquely contrasting his zany on-air persona, Dominic has a passion for long-distance running, earning him the title of a self-proclaimed "Marathon

nerd." He has completed all the world's major marathons, including New York, Chicago, Tokyo, Berlin, London, and Boston, breaking the three-hour

barrier in Tokyo with an impressive 2-hour 57-minute effort. His dedication to running is not only a personal achievement but also a means to raise

awareness about mental illness, a cause close to his heart. His new podcast, "Runners Only," aims to foster open discussions on mental health and

inspire others through authentic interviews with notable New Zealanders.

Dominic's genuine and empathetic nature shines through as he admits to being "nervous as hell" about his new challenges, demonstrating his

willingness to embrace vulnerability and growth. His professional event-hosting and guest appearances infuse energy, laughter, and introspection
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into any audience. His large, loyal social media following attests to the genuine connection he fosters with his listeners.

Throughout his illustrious radio career, Dominic earned numerous awards, including the prestigious Sir Paul Holmes Award, and yet, the accolade

closest to his heart is the "Kiwibank Local Hero" medal he received after running five marathons in five days, raising $250,000 for a young girl's

cancer treatment.

Currently, as the host of the acclaimed podcast "Runners Only with Dom Harvey," Dominic continues to inspire and engage his audience by

encouraging guests to open up and share their stories, fostering genuine connections.

With over three decades of radio experience, Dominic is a versatile and adept speaker, capable of delivering straight and serious messages or

eliciting laugh-out-loud moments. His authentic and motivating presence is bound to leave a lasting impact on your audience, making Dominic

Harvey an excellent choice for your speaking engagements.

SKILLS
Other Brand Ambassador, Interviewing, MC Events & Conferences,

Presenting, Public Speaker, Radio Broadcasting, Radio Presenting,
Television Host, Television Presenter, Voiceovers

Speaking Topics Inspirational, Motivational, Well-being
Sports Running

SOCIAL  MEDIA

Instagram : 51,000 followers

Facebook : 40,000 followers

For Runners Only numbers, please contact us directly, as these are increasing on a weekly basis.
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